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Iceland is the top list of ‘Assurance of Equal Pay for Services of Equal Derivative Values Between Men 
and Women’ the order. Equality Department of Iceland, defend about economic equal value of men 
and women incomes. The Iceland committee include a majority of women and Iceland again ranked 
first this year in terms of equal pay for men and women judging by these we can say easily this country 
give value women. 

 The CSW(Commission on the Status of Women) committee as a part of being human or accept a 
women considered freedom. Iceland, with its sensitivity on women's rights and its achievements, has 
always ensured that its people can live equally and act freely. For instance #MeToo organizations are 
quite proud especially this organization is the first international country implant of #MeToo 
conference in the Iceland and Iceland the first country to implemented. #MeToo organizations are 
defended about physically tyranny or psychological violence. Also this organisation support equal 
value of effect on person such as equal economic opportunities. Early 20th century of Iceland declared 
of independence. In the later, CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women) was signed and ratified by most countries. The CEDAW (Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women) is one of the main international human 
rights conventions of the United Nations convention system and is often referred to as the women's 
rights declaration. Aiming at genuine equality, CEDAW ensures that signatory states commit to 
preventing all forms of discrimination against women, improving women's social standing, and 
changing gender relations and gender stereotypes. The importance of equal economic leadership it is 
the most a contradictory situation however some graphics explains everything about why women 
have less effect on economic leadership, some people predict reasons, such as education gender ratio 
stereotypes coming from different country. Icelandic Chamber of Commerce chief says, “This is almost 
ingrained in our culture. Men doing the same job are paid more than women. We have another law 
that states that the number of men and women on the boards of companies should be equal. But it is 
still very difficult for women to be accepted into the governing bodies of companies and institutions. 
We must continue our struggle without stopping. Because if we stop, the gap between men and 
women will deepen again.”.If we ignore it, if we do not speak out, then we will lose our power and we 
must defend to the end that women should play a role as much as men in the economy. 

 



Cut in a nutshell, Iceland trying to live a comfortable life with a equal gender value, equal economic 
leadership and they support the government idea with signed contracts or organised a conference. 
Besides these success are not enough therefore the Iceland continues to improve itself day by day. 
Also the Iceland ranked first in the global peace index in 2019.These results can improve our local 
people and they are support each other for their own freedom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


